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Abstract—This paper comes up with a mechanism of
optimal joint call admission control based on different
service types. Considering practical wireless transmission
environment, it divides the heterogeneous wireless network
into several areas and also defines the peak rates that its
users could get in each area. The process of call admission
control is modeled into a semi-Markov process for the two
typical services of streaming media service and elastic
traffic which need high band width demand. In accordance
with the features of different services, it also defines
corresponding admission utility function. The optimal
admission strategy with highest admission utility in the
whole process of call admission control is obtained on the
basis of guaranteeing successful session admission and
vertical handoff. Simulation results show that the defined
admission utility function could effectively reflect the
influence of the change of network status to admission
control. The suggested optimal joint call admission control
excels the both schemes of non-combined call admission
control and non-supporting users’ mobility in terms of
average admission utility and call blocking rate, and is
capable of ensuring lower blocking probability and handoff
success ratio.
Index Terms—heterogeneous wireless networks, joint call
admission control, semi-Markov process, utility function

I. INTRODUCTION
The next-generation wireless network with
heterogeneity has many different wireless access
technologies, such as LTE, WiMAX, UMTS, WLAN,
Ad Hoc, etc [1,2]. and each of which is different in terms
of coverage area, capacity, safety level, service charge
and QoS offered to the users. Each technology has its
own advantage and limitation, and none of them is
capable of provide ubiquitous coverage and persistent
QoS of high level in the multiple wireless transmission
environment [3]. So a management mechanism of
combined wireless resources is necessary to ensure QoS
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of different services and increase the utilization rate of
wireless resources. Heterogeneous wireless network
admission or rejecting a call to access some certain
network for the purpose of optimal using of wireless
resources is called Joint Call Admission Control (JCAC),
which plays a significant role in wireless resources
management.
Up to now, there have already been some algorithmic
mechanisms for providing system performance, but most
of these algorithmic mechanisms are limited within
coexistence mechanism research in the level of network
element, without considering optimal utilization of the
whole network resources in the context of heterogeneous
wireless network. References [4] and [5] respectively put
forward a network selection method of default scheme:
in the combinational network of TD-SCDMA and
WLAN, users firstly choose WLAN; when WLAN
comes to its maximum, users could choose TD-SCDMA.
To achieve the above is very simple, but it doesn’t take
the features of different wireless network and QoS
requirement of different service types into account. The
aim of JCAC algorithm based on load balancing is to
evenly distribute traffic load of network into different
networks in heterogeneous wireless networks, so as to
better utilize wireless resource [6-8]. This algorithm
takes network as center, which may result in lower user
satisfaction. The JCAC based on utility or cost function
refers to that utility is calculated by multiple decision
making indexes or cost function is to control a call
admission corresponding network, which is very
effective for call admission control [9,10]. Taking
restrictive condition of users’ time into consideration,
reference [11] proposes an algorithm based on utility,
and estimates the transmission time that file accessing
each network needs, then selects the most suitable
network based on different surplus consumers. But this
algorithm is only designed for non-real-time traffic.
JCAC algorithm based upon computational intelligence
refers to selecting a wireless access network for a call
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through application of computational intelligence in
allusion to some network-selecting decision making
indexes. Often computational intelligence technology
includes fuzzy logic [12-15], fuzzy neural network [16],
and fuzzy multiple attribute decision making [17]. This
algorithm, boasts high validity, and could raise users’
satisfaction in heterogeneous environment. However, it
is more complex.
This paper, with the help of the achievement that have
been acknowledged, comes up with a mechanism of
optimal call admission control based on distinguishing
service types. It takes two typical services of streaming
media service and elastic traffic (file transfer) which
need high traffic demand into account, and models the
process of call admission into a Semi-Markov decision
process (SMDP). It defines corresponding state space
and action space, and deducts transition probability of
systems in different spaces. In order to better reflect
admission utility, based on users’ preference and features
of different services, the paper defines corresponding
admission utility function, and confirms the admission
utility of different services under different network status,
finally achieves the optimal admission control strategy
when obtaining maximum admission utility. This
strategy can ensure the success rate of service access and
vertical handoff on the basis of keeping lower blocking
rate.
II. NETWORK AND SERVICE MODEL
A. Network Architecture and Location Division
Next generation wireless network shall be capable of
providing higher bandwidth and better QoS for all
service types. This paper takes two types of wireless
access network consisting of heterogeneous wireless
network that can provide service with high traffic rate
into consideration, and one of which is LTE, the other is
WLAN (802.11n). LTE network covers a larger radio
area while WLAN locates in hotspot area, and LTE
network completely covers WLAN. These two kinds of
network form a combined network with a tight coupling
structure, and are put in unified management by one
operator.
Suppose a network set Q is combined by q systems,
Q={1,2,…,q}. When a user who is processing certain
service connects a wireless network, the accessible peak
rate can be different and it’s up to which area the
terminal device locates in the cell. The closer the
terminal device locates to the access point AP or BS, the
higher the peak rate obtains. In order to obtain the real
value of throughput of a service in every wireless
network, we separate the area covered by BS or AP into
different small areas. That is dividing the cell into n
concentric circles taking the AP as the circle center, and
taking N-set as the n types of radio conditions in the cell
(AP coverage area),N={1,2,…,n}. If a user with radio
condition n connects to network q, the peak rate he can
obtain is defined as P . And for the convenience of
q

n

calculation of traffic throughput, here we define a vector
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K, K = ( K , ..., K , ..., K , ..., K ) , as refer to the number of
1

1

q

q

1

n

1

n

users for each network in different radio condition.
B. Network Capacity
Let Cl and Cw be LTE cell and WLAN channel
capacity respectively, we assume that there are G class of
traffic, b is the lowest bandwidth requirement of class
g

min

g call, g=1,2,…G.

M l and M w are
g

the capacity

g

maximums of the two networks for different service
class, then we may respectively have M ≤ ⎣⎢ C / b
g

l

l

M ≤
g

w

⎣⎢ C

/ bmin ⎦
⎥
g

w

g

min

⎦⎥ and

.

C.

Service Model
Considering most of the literatures in the past had
carried out an extensive discussion about voice service
and data service as typical ones, we also select the two
classic traffics as the representatives of real-time and
non-real-time respectively, namely streaming service and
elastic traffic ( for example, email, file transfer). One of
the users’ goals of streaming service is to ensure superior
video quality via the throughput supported by
coder-decoder. The throughput with lower and upper
limitations can be defined as b ∈ [b , b ] .Note s as
s

streaming service, if b

s

s

s

min

max

is less than b ,which means
s

min

the video quality is very poor or cannot play; if b

s

is

greater than b , the traffic will surpass the largest
throughput supported by coder-decoder, which doesn’t
have any improvement for video quality, or rather which
couldn’t further improve user QoE and waste a lot of
broadband resources. However, Elastic traffic is different
from streaming media service. The users of elastic traffic
could obtain the transmission rate that is variable within
the largest network capacity. Theoretically speaking,
elastic service doesn’t have specific transmission
requirement. While in order to get better QoE for users,
note the lowest throughput that file transmission needs as
, mark f as the file transmission in elastic service,
b
s

max

f

min

the size of file is submitted to exponent distribution with
a mean of Z.
The throughput that a service obtains when
connecting a network not only depends on the peak rate,
but also depends on the number of users that connect
network. Assuming fair scheduling is achieved among
different users in proportion, the throughput of a user
with radio condition class n connected to system q is
given by Eq.(1).
q

bn ( K ) = min[ Pn

q

F (K )

∑

N
n =1

s

q

Kn

, bmax ]

(1)

Where F ( K ) is the opportunistic scheduler gain. If a
network is to admit a streaming media service, the lowest
throughput that the service needs shall be ensured,
namely b ( K ) ≥ b
q

s

n

min
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Similarly, the throughput that elastic traffic obtains is
illustrated in (2):
q

bn ( K ) = Pn

q

F (K )

∑

N

(2)

q

Kn
n =1

To admit an elastic traffic for network, the
requirement of minimum throughput b must be met,
f

min

the largest throughput of transmitting data b
channel capacity C , namely b
q

throughput of elastic traffic is b

f

min

f
max

f
max

equals to

= C q .The range of

≤ bn ( K ) ≤ bmax .
q

f

Assuming the arrival rate of new streaming service
are satisfied Poisson distribution within the space of LTE
and WLAN, and respectively are λl,n,s and λw,n,s. Similarly,
the arrival rate new elastic service are λl,n,f and λw,n,f . In
line with practical situation, the mobility of users must
be taken into account. Suppose streaming media
service and elastic traffic within LTE respectively taking
the Poisson arrival rate of μl,h,s and μl,h,f as vertical
handoff rate to WLAN, and streaming media service
and elastic traffic within WLAN respectively taking the
Poisson arrival rate of μw,h,s and μw,h,f as vertical handoff
rate to LTE. The call duration time of streaming media
service within LTE and WLAN are exponentially
distributed with mean of 1/μl,t,s and 1/μw,t,s respectively.
The average transmission time of elastic service within
LTE and WLAN are 1/μl,t,f and 1/μw,t,f respectively.
III. ADMISSION CONTROL PROBLEM MODELING
A. State Space
At the decision point of t, the whole network space
could be divided into two parts of the service number in
LTE network and service number in WLAN network.
The state vector in LTE is illustrated by Eq. (3)
(3)
xl(t)=[nl,1(t),nl,2(t),…,nl,G(t)]
Where nl,g(t) is the number of class g call in LTE.
The state vector in LTE is illustrated by Eq. (4)
xw(t)=[nw,1(t),nw,2(t),…,nwG(t)]

al,h(tk)=[al,h,1(tk), al,h,2(tk),…,al,h,G(tk)] ∈ {0,1}G
Where denote al,n,g(tk) and al,h,g(tk) the actions for class g
new call and vertical handoff call arrivals in the LTE area
at decision epoch tk respectivly. If al,n,g(tk)=1 and
al,h,g(tk)=1, arriving services in the interval (tk,tk+1] are
admitted to LTE network; if al,n,g(tk)=0 and al,h,g(tk)=0,
they are rejected.
(2) Admission actions when new call service and vertical
handoff call service arrive in WLAN network
aw,n(tk)=[ aw,n,1(tk), aw,n,2(tk),…aw,n,G(tk)] ∈ {-1,0,1}G

aw,h(tk)=[ aw,h,1(tk), aw,h,2(tk),…aw,h,G(tk)] ∈ {0,1}G
Where denote aw,n(tk),aw,h(tk) the actions for class g new
call and vertical handoff call arrivals in the WLAN area
at decision epoch tk. If aw,n(tk)=1and aw,h(tk) =1, arriving
services in the interval (tk,tk+1] are admitted to WLAN
network; if aw,n(tk)=0and aw,h(tk) =0, they are rejected; if
aw,n(tk)=-1and aw,h(tk) =-1, the call service will be
admitted to LTE network.
The total action space could be defined as:
A={a=[al,n,al,h,aw,n,aw,h]: al,n ∈ {0,1}G, al,h ∈ {0,1}G,

(8)
aw,n ∈ {-1,0,1}G,aw,h ∈ {0,1}G,g=1,2,…G}
If given a state x ∈ X, the action space of admission
control can be defined as:
Ax={a ∈ A:al,n,g=0 and al,h,g=0 if [ xl + eg , xw ] ∉ X ,
u

(4)

Where nw,g(t) is the number of class g call in WLAN.
By this we could get state vector of the whole
network at t, shown as Eq.(5)
x(t)=[ xl(t), xw(t)]
(5)
=[nl,1(t),nl,2(t),…,nl,G(t),nw,1(t),nw,2(t),…,nw,G(t)]
Gathering all network state vectors at t together is
state space of the whole Markov process, shown as
Eq.(6).
(6)
X={x=[xl,xw]=[nl,1,nl,2,…,nl,G,nw,1,nw,2,…nw,G] }
B. Decision Epochs and Admission Control Actions
Under the network state, at the moment of t, when a
new or vertical handoff call arrives, admission control
algorithm makes decision on whether to admit the call or
not in accordance with service types. Here t is called
decision epoch. Equally, each time when a call departure
occurs, the state space of network also changes, which is
© 2013 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

called virtual decision epochs. For unification, we choose
the decision epochs to be the set of all session arrival and
departure instances. Let t0=0. The decision epochs are
taken to be the instances tk,k=0,1,2,… At each decision
epoch tk,, the network makes a decision for each possible
call arrival that may occur in the time(tk,tk+1]. These
decisions are collectively referred to as an action. Action
a (tk) at decision epoch is defined as
a(tk)=[al,n(tk),al,h(tk),aw,n(tk),aw,h(tk)]
(7)
where al,n(tk),al,h(tk),aw,n(tk) and aw,h(tk) are defined and
interpreted as follows:
(1) Admission actions when new call service and
vertical call service arrive in LTE network
al,n(tk)=[al,n,1(tk), al,n,2(tk),…,al,n,G(tk)] ∈ {0,1}G

u

aw,n,g≠1 and aw,h,g=0 if [ xl , xw + eg ] ∉ X ,
g=1,2,…,G, and a≠(0,0,…,0) if x=(0,0,…0)}

(9)

where denotes eg ∈ {0,1}G a row vector contains only
u

zeros except for the gth component, which is

u

xw + eg

corresponds to an increase of the number of class g call
by 1 in the WLAN network.
C. Expected Sojourn Time
(1) Definition of total accumulated event rate
The sum of the total business arrival rate and the total
service leaving rate is the total accumulated event rate. If
LTE network and WLAN network accept class g call
new arrival service and vertical handoff service, the total
service arrival rate is expressed as follows:

∑

G
g =1

(λl , n , g + μw, h , g nw, g + λw, n , g + μl , h , g nl , g )

The total service leaving rate:

(10)
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∑

G
g =1

(11)

( μ l , t , g nl , g + μ w , h , g nw , g )

(2) Expected sojourn time
Referring to the expected time from the time when
state x adopts admission control behavior to the time
when the next network state transfers. Due to the
dynamic nature of the network state, the network stay
time in each state varies. The time is the reciprocal of the
total accumulated event rate, expressed as follows [18]:
G

τ ( x, ax ) = [∑ (λl , n , g al , n , g + μ w , h , g nw , g + λw , n , g aw , n , g

(12)

g =1
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detail in the next part. Eq. (17) shows the type of service
and the state of the current network system determine
admission behavior and admission utility of the system.
Given the system state is x ∈ X, select admission
behavior ax ∈ Ax according to strategy ux ∈ U, where U is
a set of admissible policies, as shown below:
U = {u : X → A | u ∈ A , ∀x ∈ X } (18)
x

G

+ μl , h , g nl , g aw , h , g +

∑ (μ

l ,t , g

nl , g + μ w , t , g nw , g )]

−1

Ru ( x0 ) = lim

g =1

T →0

D. State Transfer Probability
In Semi-Markov decision process, the dynamic
changes of the network state can be expressed by the
state transfer probability of the embedded Markov chain
and expected sojourn time of each state [19,20].
p ( a )  P ( x (t ) = y | x ( t ) = x , a ( t ) = a )
(13)
k +1

xy

k

p ( y | x, a x ) =
y = [ xl + egu , xw ]

(15)

y = [ xl , xw + egu ]

⎧0,
⎨
⎩1,

T

0

(19)

u

0

IV. ADMISSION UTILITY FUNCTION AND OPTIMAL
STRATEGY BASED ON THE UTILITY FUNCTION
Taking into account QoS factors of different services,
for the effective use of network resources, and the
improvement of the satisfaction of the users for the
network service, the service utility functions are defined
as follows:

y = [ xl − e , xw + e ]

Occupied bandwidth (B), delay (D) and bit error rate

y = [ xl − egu , xw + egu ]

(E) of current network are selected as the performance

y = [ xl + egu , xw − egu ]

indexed, the admission reward is assessed with service

u
g

u
g

else

x≤0
x >1

utility function. First, the QoS level of the network q for
different services was defined:

expressed as follows:

∏ (1 − h )

j

θg

j

(20)

Where

h1 = Bq / Bq , M

h2=Dq/DM,h3=Eq/EM,

Bq,Dq,Eq

represent network q current occupied bandwidth, delay
and bit error rate respectively, while Bq , M ,DM,EM
represent network q maximum bandwidth, all services
QoS limited maximum delay and maximum bit error rate.

θ g represent corresponding class g call weight
j

corresponding to jth performance index factor (1-hj)and
3

∑θ

j
g

= 1 . In order to derive a business utility function, it

j =1

G

g =1

Lq =

j =1

utilities obtained by the admission new call and vertical
handover call in the WLAN network are
respectively
rw , n , rw , h , the system admission utility function can be
r( x, ax ) = ∑[rl ,n, g al ,n, g + rl ,h, g al ,h.g +rw,n, gδ (aw,n.g )

3

(16)

E. Utility Function
When the network state is x and the selected
admission behavior of the arrival service is ax, the system
will obtain the corresponding utility. If the utilities
obtained by the admission new call and vertical handover
call in the LTE network are respectively rl , n , rl , h , the

(17)

+ rl ,n, gδ (−aw,n.g ) + rw,h, g aw,h.g + rl ,n, g (1 − aw,n.g )]

The method to obtain utility values rl , n , rl , h , rw , n and
rw , h in the admission of different call will de described in
© 2013 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

T

{∫ r ( x(t ), a(t ))dt}

A. Utility Function of Service

y = [ xl + egu , xw − egu ]

Where, δ(x) is the sign function,
δ ( x) =

E

Where T represents the elapsed time of the Markov
process as a whole, and r ( x (t ), a (t )) represents the
expected utility generated before the transfer of the next
state in the decision-making moment. The purpose is for
an arbitrary initial state x0, finding an optimal strategy u*
so as to maximize the average utility R ( x )

(14)

The transfer probability from state x to state y in
LTE/WLAN heterogeneous network system is expressed
as follows:
⎧[λl ,n , g al , n , g + λw, n , g δ (−aw,n , g )]τ ( x, ax )，if
⎪
if
⎪λw, n , g δ (aw,n , g )τ ( x, ax ),
⎪
μ
τ
n
a
(
x
,
a
),
if
⎪ w, h , g w, g l , h , g
x
⎪
if
⎨ μl , h , g nc , g aw,h , gτ ( x, ax ),
⎪
μ
τ
n
(
x
,
a
),
if
x
⎪ c ,t , g c , g
⎪[ μ
+
− al ,h , g )]nw, gτ ( x, ax ), if
(1
μ
w
t
g
w
h
g
,
,
,
,
⎪
⎪0
⎩

1

k

τ ( x , a x )  E{t k +1 − t k | x (t k ) = x , a ( t k ) = a )

x

The average utility standard is selected as
performance standards of Markov decision process, as
for given initial state x0 and strategy u ∈ U, the average
utility can be expressed as:

is necessary to further analyze data transfer of the
specific service, taking into account the user QoE. For
elastic service, such as file transfer, it was necessary to
set minimum rate requirements, especially for large files.
For streaming service, it was proper to meet the
minimum rate requirements and improve the video
quality through increasing the transmission rate, even if
there is the upper limit to the maximum allowable
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transmission rate of a coder. In essence, the transmission
rate of streaming service can be adjusted in a certain
range, and this is similar to the elastic service, except
that the transmission rate of the elastic service has a
much greater range. In terms of service features
described herein, and the above analysis, the utility
functions of streaming service and elastic service are all
concave function between the lowest transmission rate
and the maximum transmission rate. Therefore, these two
service utility function were defined as follows:

⎧ 1− e
⎪
zq (g) = ⎨1− e−α (b
⎪0,
⎩

l ,n, g

( x ))π ( x, ax )

(26)

( x ))π ( x, ax )

(27)

x∈ X a x ∈ Ax

bl , h , g =

∑ ∑ (1 − a

l ,h, g

x∈ X a x ∈ Ax

To WLAN network, new session and vertical
handoff session blocking probability are defined
respectively as Eq.(28) –(29).
bw , n , g =

∑ ∑ (1 − a

w,n , g

( x ) )π ( x , a x )

(28)

x∈ X a x ∈ Ax

−αgbg

g

∑ ∑ (1 − a

bl , n , g =

g
g
max −bmin )

g
Lq , if bg ≥ bmin

bw , h , g =

(21)

∑ ∑ (1 − a

w,h, g

( x ))π ( x, a x )

(29)

x∈ X a x ∈ Ax

g
if bg < bmin

Where z ( g ) represents the utility obtained by network q

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

through acceptance of class g call. b represents
bandwidth allocated by the current network to class g

Heterogeneous wireless network model shown as in
Fig.1 indicates the LTE network has a WLAN AP, LTE
network has a coverage radius of 1000m, WLAN has a
coverage radius of 400 meters. In order to simplify the
analysis of the problem, it is assumed each network was
divided into two types of radio conditions, good radio
conditions close to the base station or the AP center,
corresponding to Area A (0-500 m) and Area C
(0-200m).The peak rate is respectively represented by

q

g

call. b and b
g

g

min

max

respectively represents the minimum

required and the maximum achievable bandwidth value
by class g call. The selection of α determined the shape
g

of the curve of the function. It should be emphasize that
the streaming service and elastic service witnessed the
concave function, but the range of both additional value
is different, so the Eq. (1) could still highlight the
characteristics of the two businesses. Definition of
service utility function made by Eq. (21) achieved
rl , n , s = rl , h , s = zl ( s )
rl , h , f = rl , h , f = zl ( f )
,
,

rw , n , s = rw , h , s = z w ( s ) , rw, n , f = rw, h , f = zw ( f )

P1 and P1 , far from the base station. The AP center in the
l

w

edge with poor radio conditions corresponds to Area B
(500-1000 meters) and Area D (200-400m).The peak rate
is respectively P and P . Thus, the user in different
l

2

w

2

areas has different radio conditions and thereby can reach
different peak rates.

B. The Optimal Strategy
Considering all the network states x ∈ X and all
probable corresponding admission control behavior a ∈ A,
the maximum network acceptance utility can be
expressed as follows [21]:

max

∑ ∑ r ( x, a )τ ( x, a )π ( x, a )
x

x

x

(22)

x∈ X a∈ Ax
无线

Subject to

∑ π ( y, a ) − ∑ ∑
y

a y ∈Ay

p( y | x, ax )π ( x, ax ) = 0, y ∈ X

(23)

x∈X ax ∈Ax

∑ ∑ τ ( x, a )π ( x, a ) = 1
x

x

(24)

x ∈ X a x ∈ Ax

π ( x , a x ) ≥ 0,

x∈ X,

a x ∈ Ax

(25)

Figure 1. Heterogeneous wireless network simulation scene

Variable π ( x, ax ) meeting conditions (23)-(25) indicates
steady-state probability that the system is in state x and
acceptance behavior ax is selected. Linear programming
approach is adopted to achieve the optimal admission
control policies u* with meeting certain restrictions, so as
to maximize the network admission utility.

C. Session Blocking Probability
To LTE network, new session and vertical handoff
session blocking probability are defined respectively
as Eq.(26) –(27).

© 2013 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

A. Simulation Parameters Setting
This paper considers the two typical service streaming
and file transfer with high rate requirement. The WLAN
is characterized by sufficient distribution areas, with its
service operations accounting for 30% of the total
volume of services in the non-overlapping coverage
areas. The service of the overlapping coverage area
accounts for 70% of the total services. The proportion of
the amount of the two operations is 1:1.The total arrival
rate of the streaming service is λn,s=λl,n,s+λw,n,s, and elastic

JOURNAL OF COMPUTERS, VOL. 8, NO. 12, DECEMBER 2013

service arrival rate is λn,f=λl,n,f+λw,n,f. Vertical handover
rate μl,h,s and μl,h,f of the streaming media and elastic
service in LTE is 0.006. Vertical handover rate μl,h,s and
μl,h,f of the streaming media and flexible service in
WLAN is 0.0004. The streaming service average session
duration time is 1/μl,t,s=1/μw,t,s=120s. The weights of the
streaming service and elastic service on occupied
bandwidth B, delay D and bit error rate E, the three
performance indexes factors, are Ws=(0.2,0.4,0.4)and
Wf=(0.5,0.1,0.4) respectively. Other parameter values are
shown as in Table I.
TABLE I.
SIMULATION PARAMETERS VALUES
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Cl

50Mbsp

P1

l

C

100Mbsp

P2

l

30Mbps

1Mbsp

P1

w

100Mbps

2Mbsp

P1

w

60Mbps

b mf i n

0.5Mbsp

DM

400ms

Z

1MB

EM

10-3

w

b ms i n
b

s
m ax

50Mbsp

B. Simulation Results and Performance Analysis
In order to compare the performance of different
admission control mechanisms, this paper compared the
developed optimal joint call admission control
mechanism (Optimal JCAC) to two other admission
control mechanisms, with one of them as
vertical
handover non-Joint Call Admission Control mechanisms
(Non-JCAC). Each network admission control
independently controls the new call service or vertical
handover call service. Another joint call admission
control does not support vertical handover admission
control, that is, does not support the handover calls
generated by the user when the network is moving.
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low, the performance difference is not obvious. When the
session arrival rate is relatively high, the network traffic
becomes saturated. The Optimal JCAC average utility
value is much higher than that of the Non-JCAC because
the joint mechanism can balance network load through
selecting the network increasing bandwidth utilization of
the two networks, and it is possible to accept more
service and increase the average utility of the system.
The Non-JCAC cannot achieve the two network load
balancing control, leading to early access to network
saturation, resulting in average utility value rapid
decrease after saturation. The average admission utility
not supporting vertical handover control mechanism is
slightly lower than that of the optimal acceptance
mechanism. The main reason is that the vertical handoff
call produces dropping, reducing the admission utility
value.
Fig.3 shows the system throughput with the
increasing of the session arrival rate. It can be seen from
the figure that the difference in throughput between the
various admission controls is not obvious since the
system is not saturated then. But with the increase in
service volume, Optimal JCAC mechanism outweighs
the Non-JCAC mechanism, providing greater throughput
to the service because it has the function of balancing the
loads between networks, allocating available bandwidth
resources in a full and balanced manner and achieving
higher bandwidth utilization. Non-joint admission
control mechanism cannot adjust bandwidth allocation
according to the state of each network between the two
networks, or rationally use radio resources, making either
network reserve certain available bandwidth resources.
Therefore, when the system is close to saturation, the
throughput is lower than that of the other two algorithms.
The mechanism not supporting vertical handover adopts
the admission selection strategy the same as optimal
admission control, thus basically maintain the same
throughput as the optimal acceptance mechanism,
slightly lower when it is close to saturation. The higher
throughout means better video quality and faster file
download rate.
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As shown in Fig.2, with the arrival rate of the service
of streaming and file transfer operation increases from
0.001 to 0.005, the average utility obtained by the
optimal admission control mechanism proposed by this
paper is always greater than that of the other two
mechanisms. When the session arrival rate is relatively
© 2013 ACADEMY PUBLISHER
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Fig.4 shows the blocking probability of the vertical
handoff call increasing with the session arrival rate. The
Optimal JCAC balances the load between networks since
it allocates available bandwidth resources in a full and
balanced manner. Blocking appears only when the
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network is saturated. Due to the relatively small amount
of handover operations, the blockage rate is relatively
low. Non-JCAC mechanism adopts the same strategy in
dealing with vertical handoff call as the optimal
admission. However, because of the system earlier
saturation, blockage appears earlier. The reason why its
blockage rate is higher than that of the Optimal JCAC is
its bandwidth utilization rate is lower. The admission
control mechanism not supporting vertical handover has
its blocking rate constantly as 1.
1
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with different service types is proposed on basis of
Markov decision process theory. Furthermore, a
admission utility evaluation mechanism is presented
based on the analysis of relationship of service QoS
requirements and network state, then the optimal
admission control policy that maximizes system utility
with corresponding constraints is formulated. The
simulation results show that the proposed admission
utility function can reflect the network dynamics and
satisfy different services QoS requirement. The average
utility obtained in the optimal joint call admission
control policy is larger than two other scheme in which
joint call admission control and mobility are not
considered. In addition, the proposed scheme has higher
throughout while keep lower session blocking
probability compare with other schemes and improves
overall resource utilization.
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Figure 4. Handoff session blocking probability

Fig.5 shows the change of the new call blocking
probability with the increasing of session arrival rate.
Optimal JCAC produces blocking case until the network
become to congestion. Compare to the Non-JCAC
mechanism, Optimal JCAC can allocate reasonably
service between networks that reduces load balancing,
and improve resource utilization. However, Non-JCAC
cannot allocate jointly service into the two networks. As
a result, the surplus bandwidth of the two networks is not
be used which reduce higher blocking case easily. To no
vertical handoff JCAC, it can keep the similar
performance compare with the optimal JCAC because of
the jointly resource allocation. Moreover, its new service
blocking is lower than that of optimal JCAC, it can save
more bandwidth through dropping of handoff service to
admission more new call and reduce the service blocking.
Of cause, the cost is higher handoff blocking probability.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a differentiated service joint call
admission control scheme in heterogeneous wireless
networks. The peak rate of different area of networks is
considered. A theoretical model of admission control
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